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 This guide is strikingly different from other books on Microsoft ADO.NET. Rather than load you down with theory, the new edition of ADO.NET 3.5 Cookbook gives you more than 200 coding solutions and best practices for real problems you're likely to face with this technology using Visual Studio 2008 and the .NET 3.5 platform.    Organized to help you find the topic and specific recipe you need quickly and easily, this book is more than just a handy compilation of cut-and-paste C# code. ADO.NET 3.5 Cookbook also offers clear explanations of how and why each code solution works, and warns you of potential pitfalls so you can learn to adapt the book's problem-solving techniques to different situations.    This collection of timesaving recipes covers vital topics including: 

	
    Connecting to data

    
	
    Retrieving and managing data

    
	
    Transforming and analyzing data

    
	
    Modifying data

    
	
    Binding data to .NET user interfaces

    
	
    Optimizing .NET data access

    
	
    Enumerating and maintaining database objects

    
	
    Maintaining database integrity

    


 Ideal for ADO.NET programmers at all levels, from the relatively inexperienced to the most sophisticated, this new edition covers the significant 3.5 upgrade, including new programming tools such as LINQ. ADO.NET 3.5 Cookbook offers a painless way for those of you who prefer to learn by doing when it comes to expanding your skills and productivity.    
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iText in ActionManning Publications, 2010

	
		With iText, one can transform PDF documents into live, interactive applications quickly and easily. This free and open source library for Java and .NET is the leading tool of its kind, and was primarily developed and maintained by Bruno Lowagie, the author of this book.

	
		iText in Action, Second Edition offers an...
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Shoot Like a Pro! Digital Photography TechniquesMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Special color section: 35 secrets the pros know!

Take your digital photography to the next level with help from this wonderfully written guidebook. Best-selling author Julie Adair King shows you the secrets that professional photographers use to capture memorable portraits, spectacular nature and travel images, and eye-catching product...
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Privacy and Anonymity in Information Management Systems: New Techniques for New Practical ProblemsSpringer, 2010

	As depicted in David Lodge’s celebrated novel Small World, the perceived size of our world experienced a progressive decrease as jet airplanes became affordable to ever greater shares of the earth’s population. Yet, the really dramatic shrinking had to wait until the mid-1990s, when Internet became widespread and the information...
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Learning PHP & MySQL: Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Database-Driven Web SitesO'Reilly, 2007
PHP and MySQL are quickly becoming the de facto standard for rapid development of dynamic, database-driven web sites. This book is perfect for newcomers to programming as well as hobbyists who are intimidated by harder-to-follow books. With concepts explained in plain English, the new edition starts with the basics of the PHP language, and explains...
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Lightwave 3D Character AnimationWordware Publishing, 2004
This book is for anyone who has ever had a character in their heart that they’ve wanted to bring to life with as much fluidity, power, and grace as can be seen in the best animated feature films. This is a book for anyone who has wanted to become an animator but hasn’t gone to Sheridan College in Toronto or CalArts in Valencia. This is...
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Docker on Windows: From 101 to production with Docker on Windows, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Learn how to run new and old applications in Docker containers on Windows - modernizing the architecture, improving security and maximizing efficiency. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Run .NET Framework and .NET Core apps in Docker containers for efficiency, security and portability
	
			Design...
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